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From the Album:
* Keeper of the flame

I believe that all around, we're all waiting for a sound
that will break the barriers down, and will make us all
feel better
After all the madness' gone, after all I feel it's coming
There's a slogan on the wall, like a finger on a trigger
There's a truth behind it all, I believe it's getting bigger
But it's all up to you, and it's all up to me, yeah, it's all
up to me
Your sweettalking babe, won't turn the world around
Meet me underground, turn the world around
Climb a mountain yeah, cry me an ocean too
Turn the world around, turn the world around
There's no problem babe, you're right, I'm wrong
Let's strike a bargain, ÃƒÂƒÃ¢Â€ÂšÃƒÂ‚'cause
together we're strong
All your sense, all your love
Can't stop the fire from above

Don't you know?, when I go, you're gonna go too
Let's turn the world around
Darlin' daughter, I've been told, gettin' younger, turnin'
old
Hides a moment, caught in time, in a mirror, that's
gone blind
I can see inside my minds'eye, we may get the future
right
There's a slogan on the wall, like a finger on a trigger
There's a truth behind it all, everyday it's getting
bigger
But it's all up to you, and it's all up to me
Don't say impossible, when it's possible
We're responsible, let's turn the world around
Only one light to follow, only one dream to share
Let's strike a bargain, it's gonna get us there
All your sense.............all your love........
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